ABSTRACT Collaborative eHealth that enables the collection and sharing of patients' data is eliminating the location and accessibility barriers in healthcare service delivery. With advances in technology, patients' data can be collected from anywhere, at any time, stored in a central location, and shared across multiple service providers to improve the quality of healthcare service delivery. Maintaining patients' data privacy during the storage and sharing process is critical for collaborative eHealth success. The attribute-based encryption, which has shown potential in data privacy protection in the cloud, has the necessary ingredients to be used in guarding against privacy violations in collaborative eHealth. In this paper, we survey the different attributebased encryption schemes for usage in collaborative eHealth. We discuss some challenges associated with the use of attribute-based encryption schemes in collaborative eHealth and point out some future research directions. Also, we perform a comparative analysis of the surveyed schemes in terms of security, revocation ability, and efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Technological developments in the last few decades have led to significant improvements in healthcare digitization. The power of cloud computing, the diminishing cost and size of health sensors, the improvement in speed and capacity of wireless technologies, and the ubiquity of mobile-handheld devices have all contributed to this cause. Health care services for the elderly and other patients have tremendously improved. Reportedly, improved healthcare service delivery has resulted in an increased average life expectancy because of remote patient monitoring technologies [1] . This digitization has paved the way for sharing and use of electronic health records (EHR), thus enabling patients to be collaboratively treated by different healthcare institutions and professionals.
Collaborative eHealth describes aspects of the central storage of patients' EHRs collected from multiple sources for
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sharing amongst different healthcare parties for improved healthcare service delivery. This enhances clinical and other health-related decision-making processes by availing health information whenever required. Patients can move from one location to another seeking medical treatment without access limitations to their historical health records. Through cloud computing platforms, the need to allow EHRs to be stored centrally is achieved. With patients' consent, different parties can access and use this information.
In a typical collaborative eHealth environment, where there are multiple collaborating parties coming from a diverse range of authorities under different managements [2] , the number of security weaknesses and threats violating patients' privacy are constantly high. In this kind of setup, adversaries always try to snoop through stationary or moving EHRs. Several privacy violation issues in collaborative eHealth have already been discussed in [3] , [4] (see section III for their summary). Also, allowed parties in collaborative eHealth need to trust the integrity of information displayed on their monitors. Consequentially, this makes security and privacy provision through incorporating social, legal and technological (which is our focus in this work) aspects [5] , a key component of collaborative eHealth.
Several technological techniques are being used to achieve privacy provision in EHR sharing in the cloud, ranging from conventional cryptographic techniques like advanced encryption standard (AES) [6] , elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) [7] , [8] , elliptic curve diffie-hellman key exchange [9] and elliptic curve integrated encryption scheme (ECIES) [10] to more recent techniques like attribute-based encryption (ABE) [11] , [12] and homomorphic encryption (HE) [13] . These methods provide data collection, storage, sharing, and computation privacy to EHRs through encryption. The emerging encryption schemes differ from conventional cryptographic schemes by preserving privacy during information sharing to multiple users (a case for ABE) and computations (a case for HE). The homomorphic encryption scheme permits computations on encrypted data, hence reducing the chances of information leakage during computations. Details about homomorphic encryption can be accessed from [14] , [15] surveys. On the other hand, ABE is a one-tomany public key cryptographic scheme allowing one-time encryption of the message for multiple recipients.
ABE has already been used for privacy provision in several cloud computing applications [16] - [28] and is similarly being widely accepted in cloud-based eHealth applications [18] , [29] - [34] . This is because ABE can provide fine-grained access control, scalability and availability while maintaining data integrity [35] during information exchange.
A. MOTIVATIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
The advent of cloud computing has sparked the development of lots of life-changing applications, including health. Patients' health information can now be stored centrally in the cloud for sharing with multiple health stakeholders for collaboration. However, the centralized storage subjects the patient to several privacy violations. A promising approach to curb this is to encrypt the data before out-sourcing it to the cloud. Secondly, access to the encrypted data should be controlled. Attribute-based encryption presents the qualities to encrypt and provide fine-grained access control at the same time. Much as ABE schemes have attracted tremendous attention for privacy provision in collaborative eHealth, comprehensive surveys discussing the different ABE categories are scarce. Therefore, in this study, we survey the different attribute-based encryption schemes for privacy provision in collaborative eHealth, and in the process, make the following contributions.
1) We present an overview of collaborative eHealth and highlight the privacy violation issues that may arise. 2) We discuss mechanisms that can address the highlighted privacy issues and state collaborative eHealth security requirements.
3) We survey and discuss attribute-based encryption schemes for privacy provision in collaborative eHealth. 4) We provide comparisons of the different attributebased encryption schemes for the different user domains of collaborative eHealth. 5) We point out the challenges of attribute-based encryption. 6) Finally, we present future directions that require further investigation.
B. PAPER ORGANIZATION
We organize the rest of the paper as follows: In section II, we present the related ABE surveys. Section III covers an overview of the collaborative eHealth, privacy violation issues, remedies to the privacy issues and discussions of the basic security requirements. In section IV, we present attribute-based encryption including access structures and the different attribute-based encryption schemes. In section V, we present the challenges of attribute-based encryption. Sections VI and VII present the comparative analysis of the different ABE schemes and the future research directions, respectively. Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Due to the growing popularity of attribute-based encryption for security and privacy provision in cloud environments, a number of surveys tracking its progress have been conducted over the years. To our surprise, few have being as comprehensive as one might think. In this section, we present some related surveys, highlighting their coverages and gaps as summarized in Table 1 . Unlike the presented surveys, our work is comprehensive. We have covered the entire attributebased encryption spectrum ranging from its initiation to now. We have discussed the various access structures used in the attribute-based encryption schemes as well. Additionally, we have presented the likely privacy violation issues in collaborative eHealth and remedial approaches to address these issues. A comparative analysis of different attribute-based encryption schemes is also included in our work.
III. AN OVERVIEW OF COLLABORATIVE EHEALTH AND ITS SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
In this section, we present an overview of collaborative eHealth. We highlight the privacy challenges that may arise in such a setting. We summarize the different mechanisms to address the privacy issues. We give an example use-case scenario, highlighting a security concern that may arise, and show how to combat it with the help of attribute-based access control. We complete the section by highlighting the security requirements of collaborative eHealth.
A. COLLABORATIVE EHEALTH Figure 1 shows the general architecture of the collaborative eHealth depicting the three major entities involved. and stored centrally in the cloud. Digitized laboratory examinations, digitized pharmacy prescriptions, digitized physical examinations obtained either through sensors or physical examination by specialists are some example patient data gathered and sent to the cloud. The data is stored in a cumulative manner. An example hierarchical arrangement of the gathered data is shown in Figure 2 . 2) Cloud: The cloud is a powerful distributed computing facility for storing and processing the patient's data whenever required. Cloud services are provided by cloud service providers. 3) User: The user accesses the patient's data from the cloud and uses it to make informed decisions. Examples of users are doctors, nurses, pharmacists, laboratory specialists, researchers, insurance companies, friends, relatives, etc. As we shall see later, the users are categorized into two domains, private and public domains.
B. PRIVACY CHALLENGES IN COLLABORATIVE EHEALTH
In [4] , a number of privacy challenges that are likely to be encountered in collaborative eHealth environments are presented and some of which are summarized as follows.
1) LOSS OF CONTROL OVER THE OUT-SOURCED DATA
The patient has minimal control over her data once it gets outsourced to the cloud. In turn, the data gets exposed to several privacy breach threats, which include, among others:
• Malicious insiders: A malicious insider is an employee of the cloud service provider who illegally takes the patient's data either for economic reasons or just to hurt the patient.
• Data loss: The data loss can be because of malicious attacks, accidental deletions by the cloud service providers, and natural disasters among others. Apart from providing notifications for unauthorized data modifications, data integrity maintenance can help in recovering lost data.
• Data breaches: Because of the multi-tenancy nature of the cloud, compromises that happen in one virtual environment may affect others in another virtual environment residing in the same physical machine.
• Insecure interfaces and APIs: APIs provide interfaces through which patients can access and control their data. Thus, the interfaces need to be secure to prevent intruders from accessing the out-sourced data. An insecure interface can grant wholesome access rights to intruders.
2) VIRTUALIZATION ISSUES
Virtualization plays a significant role in the clouds. However, it has presented cloud systems with a critical security challenge. Side channel attacks are known to exploit the nature of cloud virtualization to learn secret information. The attacker resides in the same physical machine as the victim and both share the same cache and processor. As the attacker takes 89616 VOLUME 7, 2019 turns with the victim in sharing these resources, he can get vital secret information about the victim [3] .
C. ACCESS CONTROL MECHANISMS TO MITIGATE THE PRIVACY CHALLENGES
To mitigate the stated privacy challenges, we present several access control methods that have been suggested for the cloud over the years. In [47] , Tourani et al. have categorized these methods into, Encryption-based and Encryption-independent methods.
1) ENCRYPTION-INDEPENDENT ACCESS CONTROL METHOD
In this approach, the access control does not depend on any encryption mechanism. An example, in this case, is the use of an access control server to verify the credentials of the requesting data user. This approach requires patients and service providers to collaborate and create access policies. The access policies are then stored and leveraged by the access control server to authenticate and allow the requesting data users. However, this approach has some drawbacks. First, the use of the access control server introduces additional communication and computation overhead. Also, the access control server can become a single point of failure and has to be always online. Lastly, dynamic access rights revocation is a challenge.
2) ENCRYPTION-BASED ACCESS CONTROL METHOD
In this approach, the patient encrypts her data before uploading it to the cloud. Data users authenticate themselves before decrypting or been given a decryption key to decrypt the data for use. Public key infrastructure-based access control, identity-based access control and attribute-based access control fall under this category.
a: PUBLIC KEY INFRASTRUCTURE-BASED ACCESS CONTROL
Public key infrastructure (PKI) is the set of hardware and software components, policies and processes used to create and manage digital certificates and public keys. It enables the establishment of user identities through their public keys, essential in the provision of controlled access to cloud data. Certificate authorities do the binding of public keys to their respective user identities. Once a user's identity is successfully verified, she is issued with a decryption key and granted access to the encrypted data.
The main drawback of PKI-based access control in collaborative eHealth is unscalability. In collaborative eHealth, data users come in and out dynamically. Under PKI-based access control, each of these data users has to obtain a certificate for their authentication which can be time wasting and cumbersome. Secondly, management of private keys in PKI-based access control is a challenging task. Any exposure of the private key compromises the security of the entire system. 
b: IDENTITY-BASED ACCESS CONTROL
The private key management problem in PKI is solved using identity-based access control. In identity-based access control, public keys are the users' identities. A data user is authenticated based on her identity. In this case, the ciphertext and the decryption key are associated with an identity. Decryption is successful if the ciphertext and decryption key identities match. As a drawback, the identity-based access control is a one-to-one scheme unsuitable for fine-grained access control and data sharing in cloud-based systems.
c: ATTRIBUTE-BASED ACCESS CONTROL
In attribute-based access control, the ciphertext and the decryption keys are labeled with attributes. A data user successfully decrypts the ciphertext if her attributes match the attributes in the access policy. The access policy is embedded either in the ciphertext or the decryption key. It is a oneto-many scheme enabling the same data to be encrypted for multiple data users, thus making it a fine-grained access control scheme and suitable for data sharing in collaborative eHealth.
A summary comparing the various access-control mechanisms is presented in Table 2 .
D. AN INTUITIVE USE-CASE EXAMPLE
To elaborate on the necessity of a suitable access control mechanism in collaborative eHealth, we present an intuitive example scenario as follows.
Suppose Alice is a diabetic patient who suffers from hypertension and kidney problems. This is a dynamic scenario in which Alice's recordings can be merged into an EHR and stored in the cloud and made accessible only to the authorized parties. The created EHR can be formatted into an XML format among other formats for the cloud storage [48] - [50] as used in the Indivo [51] system whose implementation is based on continuity of care record (CCR) and continuity of care document (CCD) standards.
1) EHR ACCESSIBILITY AND SECURITY CONCERN
In the above-presented example scenario, the patient is Alice who is the data owner. The staff of Hospital A and Hospital B, the Insurance Company, the Social Media Group Members, the Emergency Response Staff , and Alice's relatives are the users. Assuming due to privacy concerns, users are supposed to have limited access to the stored EHR, i.e., each user only views some selected portions of the EHR. However, without a proper access control mechanism in place, some users may intentionally or accidentally cross their boundaries and access more than they are supposed to access.
The access control server, identity-based access control, PKI-based access control and attribute-based access control mechanisms among other methods can be leveraged to regulate access in this scenario. However, considering the advantages and disadvantages of the stated access control mechanisms, and bearing in mind the dynamic nature of the stated scenario, the attribute-based access control method offers the most suitable features to regulate access to the patient's data.
2) REGULATING ACCESS TO THE EHR WITH ATTRIBUTE-BASED ACCESS CONTROL
Using an ABE scheme, Alice can encrypt her EHR for access by the target users based on an access policy. For 
E. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS IN COLLABORATIVE EHEALTH
An ideal scheme has to meet the following requirements for its effective adoption in collaborative eHealth systems [18] , [52] .
• Data confidentiality: As there are multiple users in collaborative eHealth, the most important question to be answered by the data owners and authorities is, ''who accesses what?'' As a result, a scheme should allow data owners to define policies to help determine who accesses what data. Mostly, accessibility is always a balance between security and quality of service. Exposing more information improves the quality of the healthcare service but may compromise the security of the system. Exposing little information improves security at the expense of reducing the quality of healthcare services. Additionally, the system has to prevent users from colluding with each other to compromise the confidentiality of the patient.
• Policy flexibility: The success of a security scheme in the collaborative eHealth depends on its access policy flexibility. The scheme should allow access policies to be modified at any given time without re-running the whole setup. This access policy flexibility comes in handy in cases of emergency.
• Attribute/user revocation: An ability to revoke access rights from a user is paramount in collaborative eHealth. This can be done through revoking attributes from a user for reasons that, the user may be considered as a security threat or her relevance is considered being obsolete.
• Scalability and Efficiency: The scheme should be scalable, allowing the addition of new users. The addition of the new users should be smooth without affecting the existing users. Power usage, communication, storage and computation overheads, together with the key management complexity, should be minimal to make the system usable.
• Traceability: An ideal security scheme should be able to trace accidental or intentional access key leakages by users. This helps in building user trust levels.
IV. ATTRIBUTE BASED ENCRYPTION
Attribute-based encryption (ABE) is a one-to-many public key cryptography proposed by Sahai et al. [11] . In the basic ABE scheme, there are three players involved: a trusted authority, a data owner and data users [53] . The trusted authority generates public keys (pp) and a secret master key (mk). The data owner uses the public keys received from the authority to encrypt the data and store them remotely in a cloud. The authority also generates a secret key for each data user using the secret master key along with a set of attributes. The user is allowed to decrypt the ciphertext only if her set of attributes match the attributes included in the ciphertext.
In the rest of this section, we present the ABE usage in collaborative eHealth, a summary of the mathematical concepts and access structures used in its construction, and the different categories of ABE and some of their limitations. 
A. PRELIMINARIES
First, we begin by summarizing the fundamental concepts used in ABE scheme constructions: Bilinear maps and access structures. [54] Let, G and G T be cyclic multiplicative groups of order p, and let g be a generator of group G. A bilinear map e, is defined as e : G × G → G T , subject to satisfaction of the following conditions:
1) BILINEAR MAPS
• Bilinearity condition, i.e., e(g a , g b ) = e(g, g) a,b for all a and b.
• Non-degenerate condition, i.e., e(g, g) = 1.
• e is computationally feasible. Some of the notations used in this study are summarized in Table 3 .
2) ACCESS STRUCTURES
Access structures are the formal representations of userdefined access policies used during ABE scheme constructions. Several access structures have been proposed over time and we present summaries of some of them as follows.
• Threshold Gates: In threshold gate access structure, an access tree is constructed in which the interior nodes of the tree are AND and OR gates and the leaf nodes are associated with the attributes. A decryption secret s is distributed to the leaf nodes of the access tree as shown in Figure 3 . To perform decryption, one needs to satisfy or regenerate the secret, if the parent node is an AND-gate, all the children need to be satisfied to regenerate the secret but if the parent node is an ORgate, only one child is needed to regenerate the secret. From the illustration in Figure 3 , apart from the doctors, only a nurse in hospital A (Hos. A) can regenerate the decryption secret allowing them to perform the ciphertext decryption. • ANDing operation on multivalued attributes is another access structure being used in the construction of ABE schemes. The ANDing can be done on both positive and negative attributes. The AND-gate access structure also takes care of ''don't care'' attributes by using the wildcard * sign as their attribute values. For example, an AND-gate access structure used to permit nurses in hospital A to have access to some data can be written as: (Organization: Hospital A AND Department: * AND Profession: Nurse), i.e., the department value does not matter and so long as the nurse works in hospital A, she will access the data.
•
Linear Secret Sharing Scheme (LSSS) [55]-[57]:
LSSS is another popularly used access structure in the construction of ABE schemes. In LSSS access structure, there is a matrix M referred to as the share-generating matrix. M has l rows and n columns. Rows of M (1, · · · , l) are mapped to the attributes using a function ρ(i). Suppose the secret to be shared between the attributes is s. A column vector v = (s, r 2 , · · · , r n ) is chosen where, r 2 , · · · , r n ∈ Z p . Using techniques of matrix multiplication, it can be seen that, Mv generates l shares of the secret s and Mv i is a secret share for attribute ρ(i). The l shares are then reconstructed during decryption to regenerate s.
Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (OBDD) [58]:
Recently, OBDD has been proposed for usage as an access structure during ABE scheme construction. In an OBDD access structure, an OBDD tree is constructed in which apart from the leaf nodes which are binary 1 and 0, the rest of the nodes represent the attributes in the access policy as shown in Figure 4 . The order of the attributes is pre-defined. Each path from the root node to the leaf node 1 is considered to satisfy the tree. If a user possesses a set of attributes that can satisfy the tree, she is permitted to decrypt the ciphertext. Otherwise, she does not have permission to decrypt the ciphertext. Figure 4 is an OBDD access structure representation of the access policy we presented in the threshold gate access structure section, permitting doctors and all the nurses in hospital A to access the data. These presented access structures have some limitations as well: The secret distributions and re-generations in LSSS and threshold-gate access structures increases the number of exponentiation operations in the ABE scheme which can be computationally demanding, the AND-gate access structure does not permit a repetition of attributes, and the OBDD access structure is still new and not well studied yet as it still lacks mechanisms to represent different values of an attribute.
B. ATTRIBUTE BASED ENCRYPTION IN COLLABORATIVE EHEALTH
In the context of collaborative eHealth, there is a slight modification to the basic architecture of the ABE scheme.
In an ideal collaborative eHealth system, different categories of users and multiple trusted authorities are involved, and as a result, data users are divided into two groups private domain users and public domains users [18] , [59] as shown in Figure 5 . Private domain users (e.g., friends, relatives, etc.) have a personal relationship with the data owner and are considered to be fewer in number. The EHR owner is an attribute authority to personal domain users. In other words, a single-authority scheme is suitable for managing personal domain users. Meanwhile, public domain users (e.g., doctors, nurses, pharmacists, researchers, insurance companies, etc.) are professional data users who use the data for professional purposes and are considered being many in number. The data/EHR owner manages the decryption keys of the private domain users. The data/EHR owner can add or remove them whenever needed. Public domain users are managed by different and multiple attribute authorities and their decryption keys for accessing the stored cloud-based EHR are generated and controlled by those attribute authorities. Likewise, those attribute authorities are responsible for adding or removing users from the public domain category.
The cloud servers are assumed to be honest but curious [60] - [63] , i.e., they try to learn as much information as possible but they follow the procedure as it is.
C. PRIMARY CATEGORIES OF ATTRIBUTE BASED ENCRYPTION
Primarily, attribute-based encryption schemes are divided into two categories. The other categories shown in Figure 6 are extensions of the two primary categories. In this section, we discuss the primary categories as follows.
1) KEY POLICY ATTRIBUTE-BASED ENCRYPTION (KP-ABE)
In KP-ABE [12] , the private keys are associated with access policies, while the ciphertexts are associated with attributes. The data owner encrypts the data using the public keys obtained from the trusted authority and a set of attributes. The data user is able to decrypt the data if and only if, the attributes incorporated in her private key access policy match the attributes in the ciphertext. The user private key is associated with an access policy and is obtained from the trusted authority. An illustration is shown in Figure 7 .
The KP-ABE scheme is implemented in four different algorithms, and its construction is based on the mathematical fundamentals summarized in section IV-A and proceed as follows.
• Setup(κ → pp, mk): Takes a security element κ and outputs the master key (mk) as, α ∈ Z p and the public keys (pp) as, (g, e(g, g) α , H (i)∀i ∈ U ), where, H (i) ∈ G and H is a hash function and U is an attribute universe. 
FIGURE 9.
Non-monotonic access structure.
• KeyGeneration(τ, mk → sk): Takes the access policy τ and the master key mk and outputs the private key sk corresponding to attributes in the access policy. sk is produced as:
, where r i ∈ Z p and λ i is a secret share generated using LSSS.
• Encryption (M , S ⊆ U → CT ): Takes as input the data M , a set of attributes S and outputs a ciphertext CT associates with the attribute set S. CT is produced as (Me(g, g) αs , g s , H (i) s i∈S ), where s ∈ Z p .
• Decryption(CT , sk, pp → M /⊥): Takes as input the ciphertext CT , the data user private key sk and the public keys pp to recover the encrypted data M . The decryption is successful if and only if the data user attributes satisfy the ciphertext attributes. Otherwise, the algorithm outputs ⊥. The construction of this basic KP-ABE is based on monotonic access structure, i.e., the used access structure does not permit the inclusion of negative attributes.
An improvement to this basic KP-ABE scheme was done by Ostrovsky et al. [64] using a non-monotonic access structure, i.e., an access structure that allows the inclusion of negative attributes. The access structure is constructed using AND, OR, NOT and threshold gates. This makes it possible to represent any access policy as negative attributes can be included in the access structure. We present a comparative illustration of the monotonic and non-monotonic access structures in Figure 8 and Figure 9 . In Figure 8 , the access structure allows a user in Hospital A, who is a doctor or in the Diabetology Department to decrypt a data. This can be written as {Hospital A AND Doctor OR Diabetology}. However, in a circumstance the data owner does not want to grant access to the Diabetology Department staff, a nonmonotonic access structure provides the negation ability to deny the accessibility as shown in Figure 9 and the access policy, in this case, can be written as {Hospital A AND Doctor NOT Diabetology}.
Ostrovsky's approach has a problem of communication overhead as every attribute has a respective negative version in the system. This makes the ciphertext too large and undesirable for the network.
The ciphertext sizes in KP-ABE schemes grow linearly with an increase in the number of attributes. Attrapadung et al. [65] proposed a KP-ABE scheme based on non-monotonic access structure with fixed ciphertext size. Their scheme additionally reduces the number of pairing operations during decryption. On the downside, their proposed scheme has a drawback of quadratic increase in key sizes.
Most of the existing ABE schemes are based on bilinear pairing, which is resource demanding and unsuitable for resource-constrained devices [66] . The emergence of the internet of things (IoT) and mobile devices which are having tremendous influences in our lives [67] - [70] , including the health sector, require computationally less demanding privacy provision schemes. As a result, Yao et al. [71] , suggested a lightweight ABE scheme for resource-constrained devices. Their scheme is a KP-ABE because it encrypts data based on a set of attributes and incorporates access policies in the user private keys. The key difference with the other KP-ABE schemes such as [72] is that it is based on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) instead of bilinear pairing.
Generally, KP-ABE schemes have a drawback of being less expressive and not suitable for collaborative eHealth systems as the access right is associated with the private keys but not with the ciphertext. Any user who manages to obtain the private key can decrypt the ciphertexts as the ciphertexts are not self-protective. The strength of this scheme lies in the hope that the private keys are only given to legitimate users. KP-ABE schemes are best suited for pay-per-view channels, audit logs, and targeted broadcast. This limitation led to the proposal of the CP-ABE scheme in which the access rights are embedded in the ciphertexts making them self-protective.
2) CIPHERTEXT POLICY ATTRIBUTE-BASED ENCRYPTION (CP-ABE)
CP-ABE was proposed by Bethencourt et al. [73] and is like the Role-based access control scheme [74] . In the CP-ABE scheme, private keys are associated with user credentials and ciphertexts are associated with access policies as shown in Figure 10 . The data owner receives the public key from the trusted authority and defines an access policy. The two are then used to encrypt the data. Using the private key received from the trusted authority, the data user decrypts the data if her attributes satisfy the access structure embedded in the ciphertext. CP-ABE has gained popularity for access control of electronic health records in clouds, social networking sites and secure key exchanges in fog computing [75] .
Similar to the KP-ABE, implementing the basic CP-ABE scheme involves four (4) algorithms and using the mathematical fundamentals summarized in section IV-A, it proceeds as follows. 
1) Setup(κ → mk, pp):
Takes the security parameter κ as input and outputs a master key mk as (β, g α ) and public keys pp as,
This algorithm takes the master key mk and a set of data user attributes S to produce a secret key sk as,
, where: r, r j ∈ Z p and H is a hash function. 3) Encryption (pp, M , τ → CT ): Takes as input the public keys pp, the data M and a thresholdgate access structure τ and outputs a ciphertext
H is a hash function, s ∈ Z p , q is a polynomial such that q x (0) = s and Y represents the attributes in the access structure. 4) Decryption (CT , sk → M /⊥). The decryption algorithm takes as input the ciphertext CT and the private key sk and outputs the decrypted data M . The decryption is successful only if the user attributes satisfy the access structure included in the ciphertext. Otherwise the output is ⊥. This basic CP-ABE achieves the objectives of efficiency, expressibility, and security [76] - [78] . However, its construction is based on monotonic access structure. Efforts to improve the expressibility of this scheme have been made through the use of non-monotonic access structures.
As a result, AND-gate [79] and OBDD [58] are some nonmonotonic access structures being used in the construction of the CP-ABE schemes. These access structures support the use of both positive and negative attributes in the access structure. However, as stated earlier, the AND-gate access structure does not allow the repetition of attributes within an access structure which limits the expressibility of the resulting scheme. OBDD has no such restrictions, and it appears to allow various expressions to be represented effectively in an access structure.
The CP-ABE schemes similarly suffer from the problem of ciphertexts increasing linearly with the increase in the number of attributes. Herranz et al. [80] proposed a CP-ABE scheme with constant ciphertext sizes. Their scheme is constructed for threshold case, i.e., if a data user possesses at least t attributes, she is allowed to decrypt the ciphertext. Zhou et al. [81] proposed a CP-ABE scheme with constant size ciphertext with user anonymity functionality. Their scheme hides the attribute values of attributes making them anonymous in the ciphertext.
D. SECONDARY CATEGORIES OF ATTRIBUTE BASED ENCRYPTION
The other categories of attribute-based encryption adapt some features of either of the primary categories and are discussed as follows.
1) MULTI-AUTHORITY ATTRIBUTE BASED ENCRYPTION (MA-ABE)
The previously presented ABE schemes are single authority ABE schemes. Single authority ABE schemes are ABE schemes where only one trusted authority is responsible for setup and key generation tasks. First, these schemes experience performance degradation with an increase in the number of users in the system. Second, the schemes are inadequate for systems where certain users receive attributes from over one authority. Third, the authority can decrypt all the ciphertexts as it has all the user keys. Chase [82] proposed multi-authority ABE scheme whereby users' attributes are managed different trusted authorities to solve single authority problems.
The suggested multi-authority ABE system is made up of K attribute authorities and a central authority (CA). Every user in the system has a unique global identifier (GID) such as name or SSN verifiable by all the authorities. The attribute authorities run pseudo-random functions (PRF) on users' GIDs to generate secret keys for the users. The CA does not get any attribute information from users but provides users with setup keys. We illustrate the scheme in Figure 11 .
In this scheme, a user's attributes are distributed amongst attribute authorities. Each attribute authority generates a key for the user depending on the access structure τ k , chosen for the user. The user can only decrypt the ciphertext if and only if a subset of attributes, A k C , from an attribute authority satisfies the access structure τ k . This scenario is divided into five phases (setup, attribute authority k, central authority, encryption, and decryption) and proceeds as follows. 
is computed. To generate a secret key for user u based on access structure τ k , the master key of the attribute authority k becomes y k,u , where y k,u = F sk (u)(pseudo-random function run on a user's GID), and the public key is (g y k,u , g 2 , t k,1 , . . . , t k,n+1 ) . A root node polynomial q r is chosen for the access structure τ k such that q r (0) = y k,u . Other nodes' polynomials are also chosen such that q x (0) = q parent(x) (x). For every leaf node x, r k,x is randomly chosen to compute the secret key as
3) Central Authority: Generates the secret key for all the k authorities as y 0 and secret key (D CA ) for a user u having attributes in k authorities as, (g
). 4) Encryption: To encrypt a message M under a set of attributes A C , choose s ∈ Z p randomly and the cipher-
For every leaf node, the algorithm computes
= e(g, g 2 ) q x (0)s . The results of the child nodes are combined to obtain e(g, g 2 ) q x (0)s for their parent node. This continues until all the nodes in the access structure are fully decrypted. For a given subset of attributes that satisfy the access structure τ k , the combined leaf decryption results into e(g, g 2 ) q r (0)s = e(g, g 2 ) y k,u s for an authority. This is done for all the attribute authorities responsible for managing user u's attributes. Once com-
The strength of this scheme relies on the security strength of the CA, as it manages all the attribute authorities. Once the CA is compromised, the system breaks down. Second, the consistent use of the GID makes it possible for the CA to assemble all the users' keys making it possible for it to decrypt the ciphertexts. These affect the acceptance of this scheme for practical implementations.
Elimination of reliance on the CA is important for the practical implementation of multi-authority ABE schemes [83] - [85] . Han et al. [85] proposed a decentralized multi-authority ABE scheme as illustrated in Figure 12 .
In their scheme, all the attribute authorities have to be online and they can join and leave any time. However, their scheme does not prevent user collusion. Lin et al.'s work [84] used the capabilities of a distributed key generation protocol and joint zero secret sharing protocol [86] to eliminate the CA. However, to avoid collusion amongst attribute authorities, the scheme restricts the number of users to be no more than the number of attribute authorities, hence eliminating the attribute addition ability.
Further studies by Li and Zang [87] and Wang et al. [88] have instead resulted in degradation of computational and decryption efficiencies. Li et al. [18] and Pussewalage et al. [59] have suggested multi-authority ABE schemes for EHR exchange in the cloud. However, in their schemes, the keys are associated with the access policies and the ciphertexts are associated with attributes which limit their expressiveness.
2) ATTRIBUTE BASED ENCRYPTION SCHEMES WITH REVOCATIONS
Revocation of attributes and users in ABE schemes is a desirable feature for practical applications. The basic ABE schemes do not provide mechanisms for removing misbehaving users. Once a user satisfies the access control requirements at the beginning of the setup stage, she continues to have access to the data irrespective of whether she breaks the security boundaries. Without a revocation mechanism, the only way such a user can be removed from the system is when the administrator re-runs the entire system all over again. Revocation methods in ABE are primarily categorized into two: direct and indirect revocations.
Direct revocation: In direction revocation, the revocation is specified during the encryption stage.
Wei et al. [89] and Liang et al. [90] (which extends [77] ) introduced an approach for user revocation based on a binary tree shown in Figure 13 . For each node in the tree, a random number is selected and stored in the node. Each user u has an associated path (path(u)) from the root node to a leaf node. For example, all the blue nodes from the root node to the blue leaf node form the path(u) for the user represented by the blue leaf node. An algorithm KUNode is then used periodically to generated a minimum set of nodes (minCover) FIGURE 13. Revocation binary tree correspondong to time t. Users are assigned to the leaf nodes. Blue nodes represent the path for a revoked user. Green nodes are the minimum nodes that cover the non-revoked users.
that cover the non-revoked users (shown in the Figure 13 by the green nodes) such that, path(u) ∩ minCover = ∅ for revoked users and path(u) ∩ minCover = ζ for non-revoked users. ζ is used during decryption by the non-revoked users. A similar approach is employed by Yiliang et al. [91] , the only difference being the replacement of the binary trees with the system state. In these schemes, the revocation is effected through the addition of three new algorithms on top of the four algorithms of the conventional CP-ABE as highlighted below.
• KUNode(T, RL, t → minCover): This algorithm takes as input the current attribute revocation list RL, the revocation time period t and the revocation tree T and outputs a minimum cover set minCover. The minCover is used by the non-revoked users (i.e., users who are not listed in the revocation list RL) during decryption.
• Revoke(UID, RL, T, t → RL ): The algorithm takes as input the user identity UID (i.e, the ID for the user to be revoked), the revocation list RL, the revocation tree T and a new time period t and outputs a new revocation list RL .
• CTUpdate(CT , t → CT ): The algorithm takes as input the ciphertext CT and a new time period t (t > t) and outputs a new ciphertext CT for the time period t . In summary, the revocation in these schemes is achieved through periodic broadcasting of key updates to unrevoked users. The scheme is inefficient because of the extra network traffic generation and their revocations are not immediate.
Pirretti et al. [92] proposed an ABE scheme in which expiration periods are included in users' keys. Users' keys are regenerated at the end of the expiration period. This makes the scheme inefficient in terms of performance degradation owing to frequent key re-generations, especially when the expiration period is short and inefficient security when the expiration period is longer.
In [93] and [94] , whenever revocation happens, the data owner withdraws the entire ciphertext and re-computes the ciphertext components affected by the revocation before uploading it back to the cloud. This raises the computation burden on the data owner and thus, making the schemes impractical.
Indirect revocation: In indirect revocations, the revocations are dynamically performed by the trusted authority whenever required. In [95] - [102] , CP-ABE schemes with attribute revocations are proposed. These schemes combine CP-ABE with proxy re-encryption to achieve the attribute revocation. In the schemes, whenever an attribute revocation happens, a new master key is generated and the corresponding public keys are updated. Then, the user attribute keys get updated for data access, except for the revoked user attribute. This is done through proxy re-keys generated for the proxies by the trusted authority. These proxy re-keys are further used to update the ciphertexts stored in them. All the items (i.e., attributes, keys, ciphertext, etc,) are assigned a version number which is incremented whenever an update happens. In [98] , the scheme efficiency is enhanced by mapping the access policy to a weighted access list which minimizes the computation overhead during secret key and ciphertext generation.
These mechanisms require three additional algorithms on top of the Bethencourt's [73] CP-ABE algorithms and they are summarized as follows.
• ReKeyGen(γ , mk → mk , pp , rk): Takes an attribute set γ which includes attributes to be updated and the master key mk to be updated as inputs and outputs a new master key mk , updated public keys pp and proxy rekey rk for the attributes in the attribute universe. Version is incremented by 1.
• ReEnc(CT , rk, β → CT ): Takes the ciphertext CT , proxy re-keys rk and a set of attributes β which includes attributes in the ciphertexts access structure whose proxy re-keys are not 1 as input and outputs a new ciphertext CT .
• ReKey(D, rk, θ → sk ): Takes as input the attribute component D of the user secret key sk, proxy re-keys having the same version as the user secret key sk and attributes in sk whose proxy re-keys in rk are not 1 and outputs an updated user secret key sk . However, [99] - [102] schemes rely on the centralized multiauthority ABE and hence suffer from the weaknesses of the centralized multi-authority ABE discussed earlier in section IV-D.1.
Further studies [103] - [106] have used the proxy reencryption technique for attribute revocation. Generally, when using the proxy re-encryption technique for revocations, the proxy server is in charge of revocation related tasks. In [17] , [107] , and [108] , the proxy keeps part of the user's decryption key and revocation information. During a decryption process, if a user is in the revocation list of the proxy, the proxy denies giving part of its stored decryption key to the user or it regenerates a different access structure for the unrevoked users or it does not generate a decryption token for the revoked user. As a result, the users included in the revocation list cannot be in a position to decrypt the ciphertext. This makes revocations immediate but has several drawbacks; first, the proxy has to be online all the time. Second, the proxy becomes a single point of failure, and last, fine-grained access control cannot be achieved through this mechanism.
In [37] and [109] - [111] , the attribute group concept is leveraged for attribute revocation. In this concept, users bearing the same attribute are made to belong to the same attribute group. A user can belong to multiple attribute groups. Each group has an associated group key G key only known to its members. Whenever a user is revoked from the group, a new group key G key is generated and made available to the group's members except for the revoked user. The following are the significant algorithms integrated onto the conventional CP-ABE schemes to achieve the revocation.
• Re-encrypt(CT , {G key } → CT ): The algorithm takes the ciphertext CT and a set of attribute group keys {G key } as inputs and produces a new ciphertext CT which is associated with the attribute groups as its output.
• KeyUpdate(sk → sk ): This algorithm is executed by the non-revoked group members. The algorithm takes as input the secret key sk and produces a new secret key sk as its output.
• CTUpdate(CT , {G key } → CT ): The algorithm takes as input the ciphertext CT and a set of new group keys {G key }, and produces a new ciphertext CT as its output. Indirect revocation method has an advantage of reducing the burden on the data owner as she does not have to know about the revocation computations. However, it increases computational overhead on the trusted authority and the participating proxies. Also, the passing of new key components to the users increases the system communication overhead in some circumstances.
3) HIERARCHICAL ATTRIBUTE BASED ENCRYPTION
Although the previously discussed ABE schemes provide fine-grained access to data, they are not suitable for large enterprises due to their inability to offer a full delegation. As a result, Wang et al. [112] proposed the hierarchical attributebased encryption scheme (HABE) by combining hierarchical identity-based encryption (HIBE) with CP-ABE to achieve full delegation and high performance while providing finegrained access control. HABE uses a combination of the techniques of Gentry and Silverberg's work on HIBE [113] to generate keys and CP-ABE based on the disjunctive normal form (DNF) access control policy to achieve the stated results. Parties involved in the HABE scheme include: the cloud service provider, an enterprise user (e.g., a company), a trusted third party (TTP), end users (e.g., personnel in the company), and internal trusted parties (e.g., a department that delegates keys to users inside the company).
The TTP is considered to be a root master (RM) and performs the role of a private key generator (PKG). An enterprise user represents a domain and has many domain masters (DMs) representing internal trusted parties (ITPs). A DM either delegates keys to the next level DMs or distributes keys to the end users or performs both tasks.
In summary, the key generation in this scheme is done in a hierarchical manner. The RM generates public parameters and a master key for the first level DM, which in turn generates keys for the next level DM. The last DM in the hierarchy generates the keys for users directly attached to it. We show an illustration of the hierarchical delegations in Figure 14 . The entire process is broken down into; Setup, CreateDM, CreateUser, Encryption, and Decryption algorithms [112] [45] and proceed as follows.
1) Setup(κ → mk, pp). This algorithm is run by the RM and it generates the public parameters and a master key by taking in a security parameter κ. Two groups G and G T of order p are first chosen. Let P 0 be a random generator of G, a bilinear map, e := G × G → G T , and mk 0 is chosen from Z p . The public parameters, pp
, and the master key, MK 0 , is mk 0 , where For a user, u having a public key, PK u who is monitoring an attribute a with a public key PK a to be given a secret key, the DM i has to check whether a is being legibly administered by u. If true, it computes mk u = H A (PK u ) ∈ Z p and D i,u = (Q − tuple i−1 , mk i mk u P 0 ∈ G) followed by a user attribute secret key based on the administered attribute, a as D i,u,a = D i + mk i mk u P a ∈ G, where P a = H 1 (PK a ) ∈ G and a tuple Q − tuple i is given as well. If false, ''NULL is generated.
j=1 a ij ), where N represents the number of conjunctive clauses CC i in policy A, and n i is the number of attributes in the CC i , and a ij is an attribute in the CC i . Furthermore, the attributes' public keys are
, and P a ij = H 1 (PK ij , . . . , PK it i , PK a ij ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ N (number of CC i s) and 1 ≤ j ≤ n i (number of attributes in a CC i ). Note that n A is the lowest common multiple (LCM) of n 1 , . . . , n N .
). This algorithm recovers M by using the secret key of the last DM in the hierarchy, D it i and the secret keys of all its legibly administered attributes
This scheme gets complex in case an attribute is maintained by more than one domain master. Also, it does not take into account hierarchical attributes but it simply distributes the authorities that manage the attributes into different layers [112] , [114] , [115] .
Further studies on HABE are done in [116] - [120] . Qi et al. [121] proposed a multi-authority HABE scheme using the decentralized multi-authority approach. Hierarchical attribute trees are constructed and all the attributes in the scheme are involved in the construction of the attribute trees, and each attribute is represented by an attribute tree and a path. The attribute trees are divided using the hierarchical clustering algorithm [122] . A user is only allowed to decrypt the ciphertext if her attribute path satisfies the ciphertext path. Their scheme is proved secure under the DBDH assumptions.
4) HIDDEN POLICY ATTRIBUTE BASED ENCRYPTION
In hidden policy ABE schemes, the ciphertext access structure is hidden. Remember, in CP-ABE, the access structure is included in the ciphertext and anyone who accesses the ciphertext can know the policy. Thus, this compromises policy secrecy. To improve privacy in ABE schemes, [26] , [123] - [132] suggested the hiding of access structures. A user only decrypts a ciphertext if her attributes match the policy, and there is no way she can guess the policy included in the ciphertext.
There are two types of the hidden policy ABE schemes: fully hidden and half hidden policy attribute-based encryption schemes.
Fully hidden policy ABE scheme [78] : Hides the entire access structure and that includes both the attribute name and its value. This has a disadvantage of making the decryption very difficult since the user cannot know the attribute set that satisfies the access structure [133] .
Half or partially hidden policy ABE scheme [123] , [130] , [134] , [135] : Hides the attribute values leaving the attribute names clear. This allows the decryptor to easily identify the attribute set to be used to satisfy the access structure. Nishide et al. [123] proposed an ABE scheme with partially hidden access structure and the construction was based on the ''AND'' gate access structure. In this work, wildcards are used to represent the attributes whose values do not matter in the access policies. For example, consider an access structure A = (W 1 , . . . , W n ), where, n is the number of attributes in the policy. For a value of n = 5, this access structure can be represented as (1, 1, * , * , 0), indicating that the attribute values for the third and fourth attributes do not matter during the decryption process. This can be seen as an ''AND-gate'' on all the attributes in the policy. The main objective of the study [123] is to enable decryption of ciphertexts without seeing the value of attributes in the ciphertexts (i.e., without knowing whether W i is 1 or 0 or * ) and is done through, setup, keygeneration, encryption, and decryption algorithms, and proceeds as follows.
1) Setup(κ → mk, pp): Generates the public parameters and master key. Two bilinear groups G and G T of order p are chosen. Let g be a generator of G and e : G×G → G T be a bilinear map. Choose w ∈ Z * p randomly.
The generated public parame-
, and the master key mk is (w,
is a value of a randomly chosen attribute and {A i,t ∈ G} 1≤t≤n i is a randomly chosen point, for every value t of attribute i, and
Generates the secret key sk L for a user as (D 0 , {{D i,j } 0≤j≤2 } 1≤i≤n ) by taking the master key mk and list of user attributes
This encrypts the data M under the access structure A = (W 1 , . . . , W n ) = W i to produce a ciphertext CT as (C, C 0 , {{C i,t,1 , C i,t,2 }1 ≤ t ≤ n i }1 ≤ i ≤ n), wherẽ C = MY r , C 0 = g r , r ∈ Z p , and for every attribute i,
Otherwise (C i,t,1 , C i,t,2 ) are considered randomly.
by taking CT and sk L as inputs. It recovers M if the access structure is satisfied by computing
A revocation functionality is added to the half-hidden ABE scheme by Xu and Joshi [136] . In their scheme, the revocation task is delegated to the cloud server. The cloud server reencrypts the ciphertext received from the data owner and in the process removes the access rights for the revoked users. They added the access pattern privacy preservation technique based on oblivious RAM [137] to their work. The pattern privacy preservation technique helps to prevent adversaries from analyzing the access patterns and learning from them [138] which further strengthens the privacy provision capability of their scheme.
V. CHALLENGES ASSOCIATED WITH ABE USAGE IN COLLABORATIVE EHEALTH
Using attribute-based encryption in collaborative eHealth presents a number of challenges and some of which are discussed in this section.
As discussed earlier in section IV-B, collaborative eHealth has a diverse range of users which most likely comes with the usage of diverse kinds of computing devices including less powerful ones. The majority of ABE construction is based on pairing operations that are computationally demanding and thus inappropriate for less powerful computing devices. Share recovery operations in access structures like threshold-gate and LSSS also increase the number of exponentiations in the scheme, which equally increases computational demand. These present problems for data users in the system that have resource-scarce devices. Alternative approaches have been suggested to enable ABE schemes to be used in resource-scarce environments. Lin et al. [139] proposed a collaborative key management protocol to improve the efficiency and security of key management in CP-ABE schemes used during cloud data sharing involving mobile devices. Their scheme distributes components of the decryption key between the user, cloud server, and key authority. Park et al. [20] proposed schemes to improve key management in mobile devices accessing outsourced cloud-resources by employing a trusted server. Their schemes achieved backward security after revocation and improved efficiency in resource-constrained devices. In [140] , Chen et al. proposed a cloud-based partial decryption multi-authority ABE scheme in which part of the decryption process is done by the cloud servers to reduce the decryption burden on mobile devices. Recently, Sedaghat et al. [141] suggested the integration of message integrity into CP-ABE by using signcryption which combines encryption and signature algorithms [142] , [143] . They proposed a ciphertext policy attribute-based signcryption scheme to securely share smart grid data, and part of the decryption process is done by a third-party server. The security of this system relies on the security strength of the server.
The collaborative eHealth environment is dynamic. Data comes in an unregulated manner, and users are allowed and removed at any time. This demands mechanisms of revocation and access control modification from the adopted ABE schemes. As much as a lot has been done concerning attribute/user revocation in ABE schemes, little has focused on-demand access structure modification. The rudimentary access structure modification approach is for the data owner to first retrieve the ciphertext from the cloud, then modify the access policy and re-encrypt the data using the new access policy before uploading it back to the cloud. This is very inefficient due to incurred communication and computation overheads and tedious for the data owner. Authors in [111] , [144] , proposed schemes that outsource the policy update task to the cloud. Access policy update keys are generated and sent to the cloud for updates. However, the reliance on untrusted cloud servers to perform this update is a drawback of these schemes.
Data integrity challenges during delegations. In [145] - [149] delegation and proxy re-encryption techniques are investigated for access policies to be updated and extended, i.e., the data originally encrypted for Bob is transformed to be accessed by Alice with the help of proxies. The drawback with these schemes is that there is no provision for data integrity checks. Susilo et al. [150] proposed a scheme with an additional feature for data integrity check. In their scheme, a legitimate user (Bob) first decrypts the data before re-encrypting it with a new policy for the originally illegitimate user (Alice). Bob uploads the data in the cloud and the cloud performs an integrity check on the data before making it available to Alice. However, this implies an increase in computational demand on the user side. Remember, some users' gadgets are resource-scarce.
Much as a lot of research has been done to improve the attribute-based schemes for privacy provision in the cloud environment, little focus has been on addressing the challenges posed by side-channel attacks. In a side-channel attack, the adversaries exploit the implementation of cryptosystems to learn secret information. Reference [151] - [154] have proposed schemes to address the side-channel attacks in attribute-based schemes. The main drawback of these schemes is their construction is based on composite order bilinear groups which are known to be computationally demanding. As a result, these schemes are far from being accepted for practical usage.
Storage overhead is another challenge to deal with when using ABE schemes in collaborative eHealth. Storage overhead is due to unimportant data that remains stored in the different entities especially after an update is performed. ABE schemes that completely remove the outdated key and ciphertext components are considered effective as compared to those that keep the outdated components.
VI. COMPARISONS
In this section, we perform a comparative analysis of the different ABE schemes for collaborative eHealth system. First, VOLUME 7, 2019 we divide the ABE schemes primarily into two, depending on whether they are suitable for either the private or public domain sectors of the collaborative eHealth system. Then, we compare the efficiency of the different schemes in terms of computation complexity and storage and communication overheads.
A. PUBLIC DOMAIN ABE SCHEMES
In the public domain of collaborative eHealth, the number of users is big and these users are most likely under the management of different authorities. Furthermore, these authorities are responsible for assigning attributes to the users. Therefore, it is important if the different authorities manage keys associated with users they directly manage. Thus, we consider multi-authority ABE (MA-ABE) schemes for privacy provision in the public domain.
1) COMPARISON OF PUBLIC DOMAIN ABE SCHEMES
A number of MA-ABE schemes have been selected from among those being surveyed for this comparison. The comparison is done in terms of their security provision and revocation capabilities, and the used access structure as shown in Table 4 .
It can be observed that the presented MA-ABE schemes are to a greater extent all collusion resistant except HSMY [85] , which is a superb ingredient for the much-needed confidentiality of EHRs in collaborative eHealth systems. The schemes RNS [94] , WLH [89] , QLZ [96] , FTWLY [97] , LYZRL [18] , XZWZ [98] , YJ [102] , YJR [100] , YJ [101] and CWWPJ [140] have incorporated revocation in their construction. This is important to remove obsolete and malicious users from the system, and there is no need to re-run the entire system set up in doing so. This further makes the scheme scalable, hence allowing the addition and removal of users in collaborative eHealth systems efficiently.
2) EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN ABE SCHEMES
The ABE scheme used in collaborative eHealth needs to be efficient as stated in the requirement section. This has motivated us to perform efficiency comparisons for public domain ABE schemes. Due to revocation being an important aspect of a security scheme for collaborative eHealth systems, we focus on the schemes with revocation functionalities in conducting this comparative efficiency analysis. The comparison is done in terms of computation complexity and storage and communication overheads.
COMPUTATION COMPLEXITY COMPARISON OF PUBLIC DOMAIN ABE SCHEMES
Let n u be the total number of users, n o the number of owners, N AA the number of attribute authorities, n c A the number of attributes in the ciphertext, n nu,r A the number of nonrevoked users with revoked attributes, n u A the number of user attributes and n c,r be the number of ciphertexts with revoked attributes. We compare the computation of the different public domain ABE schemes in terms of their computation complexity as illustrated in Table 5 .
Each ciphertext is associated with a set of attributes that are used to authorize a decryptor before the actual decryption process. Therefore, the more the number of attributes, the more the number of associations that need to be performed. As a result of this, it can be observed that encryption complexity increases with the number of attributes in the ciphertext. For WLH [89] , an additional component associated with time period is included in the ciphertext for each attribute, and for QLZ [96] , a combined public key component of all the authorities is included in the ciphertext. These result in the additional components contributing to the increase in encryption computation complexity. For the decryption, the decryption computation complexity increases with the number of user attributes except for the YJR [100] , FTWLY [97] , and YYYL [99] schemes. For the YJR [100], FTWLY [97] and YYYL [99] schemes, a decryption token generated by a server minimizes the decryption computation burden on the user and hence the constant decryption complexity. The revocation complexity mostly depends on the number of unrevoked users having revoked attributes. Computations must be performed to update the secret keys of these categories of users. For the RNS [94] scheme, the revocation complexity is high because all the ciphertexts affected by the revoked attributes are replaced. Also, for WLH [89] , the additional increase in revocation in the revocation complexity is due to the modification of the time component included for each attribute in the ciphertext.
STORAGE OVERHEAD COMPARISON FOR PUBLIC DOMAIN ABE SCHEMES
Let |p| denote the size of the elements in Z p , groups G and G T , N AA the number of attribute authorities, n u the total number of users, n o the number of owners, n aa,k the number of attributes managed by authority AA k , n aa,u,k the number of attributes assigned to a user u by AA k , n cs the number of ciphertexts in the cloud servers, and n c,r the number of ciphertexts with revoked attributes. We compare the storage overhead of the public domain schemes as illustrated in Table 6 .
The storage overhead in an attribute authority AA k in these schemes is normally due to the version number of attributes the authority manages and the authority's secret key. In this case, YJR [100] has the least storage overhead in the attribute authority (AA k ). For YJR [100] , all the attributes managed by the attribute authority have a version number that is equivalent to the number of attributes managed by the authority, n aa,k . The additional storage can also be attributed to the secret key of the authority, 3|p|. Meanwhile, for instance, YJ [102] 's overhead is due to the version number of all the attributes the authority manages, the private key received from all the owners (n o ), and the identity received from the central authority (CA). For WLH [89] , the authority does not keep information associated with attributes but it instead keeps information associated with system time periods represented inform of the binary tree.
The owner's storage overhead is due to the public attribute keys received from the attribute authorities and secret and master keys. The YJ [102] scheme incurs the least storage overhead on the owners' side, as it has only the public attribute keys and 2|p| secret components. Unlike the YJ [102] scheme, the RNS [94] scheme requires holding the encryption secret for all the ciphertexts, which results in a heavier storage overhead.
The user storage overhead is because of the received secret keys received from the attribute authorities and the global secret keys. XZWZ [98] incurs the least user storage overhead, as it only stores secret keys received from attribute authorities. Meanwhile, apart from the received keys from the attribute authorities, YJ [102] also stores secret keys from all data owners, and RNS [94] stores components of ciphertexts with revoked attributes, as re-encryption of ciphertexts with revoked attributes is part of the re-encrypted ciphertext associated with the revoked attribute to be sent to the non-revoked users.
The main contributors to the server storage overhead are the generated ciphertexts. Some schemes are used for encrypting only the symmetric keys used to encrypt the main data, and in this case, we only consider the ciphertext components encrypted by these schemes.
COMPARISON OF COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD FOR PUBLIC DOMAIN ABE SCHEMES
As shown in Table 7 , in this case, we only compare the communication overhead as a result of the revocation functionality in these schemes. It can be observed that the communication overhead due to revocation is linear with the number of ciphertexts with revoked attributes for RNS [94] , XZWZ [98] , FTWLY [97] , and LYZRL [18] . It becomes larger owing to a higher number of ciphertexts in the cloud. The communication overhead is least incurred by YJR [100] as only the non-revoked user private attribute keys are updated.
B. PRIVATE DOMAIN ABE SCHEMES
Unlike the users of the public domain, the users of the private domain are considered to be fewer and have some level of VOLUME 7, 2019 personal relationship with the EHR owner. Hence, EHR privacy protection during EHR accessibility by these users can be achieved using the single authority ABE schemes directly under the control of the EHR owner.
1) COMPARISON OF PRIVATE DOMAIN ABE SCHEMES
In a similar manner, we compare the different private domain ABE schemes. Several single authority ABE schemes are selected for comparison in terms of collusion resistance and revocation capabilities, access structure, and their construction mechanism as illustrated in Table 8 . It can be observed that the majority of the schemes are proven to be collusion resistant except HN [37] and ILB [103] , which is critical in addressing the confidentiality requirement of the collaborative eHealth. The constructions of all the schemes with the exception of YCT [71] are based on bilinear pairing, which is cumbersome for resource-constrained devices that are most likely deployed in smart environments to send patients' data to the cloud for storage. The schemes SZ [17] , LYHZS [109] , LYZQH [110] , ILB [103] , XJ [136] , JMB [108] , IPNHJ [107] , HN [37] , YWRL [95] and LLLS [90] have an integrated revocation functionality in their construction that is a very vital feature for an ABE scheme to be used in collaborative eHealth. This helps in achieving scalability in the collaborative eHealth without re-running the setup phase. Furthermore, this helps in the removal of obsolete or malicious users from the system.
2) EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS OF THE PRIVATE DOMAIN ABE SCHEMES
As stated in the previous sections, the efficiency of the ABE schemes is a key feature to be considered in using such a scheme in collaborative eHealth. As a result, in this section, we compare the efficiency of several private ABE schemes in terms of communication and storage overheads, and computation complexity. We only focused on schemes that have incorporated revocation functionalities.
a: COMPUTATION COMPLEXITY COMPARISON FOR PRIVATE DOMAIN ABE SCHEMES
Let n c A be the number of attributes in the ciphertext, n u be the total number of users, n o the number of owners, n nu,r A be the number of non-revoked users with revoked attributes, n u A be the number of user attributes, n c,r be the number of ciphertexts with revoked attributes, and n cs be the number of ciphertexts. The comparison of the computation complexity for private domain ABE schemes of collaborative eHealth is illustrated in Table 9 . From Table 9 it can be observed that the HN [37] and LYHZS [109] schemes incur the most encryption complexity because of the ciphertext re-encryption during outsourcing. The LYZQH [110] scheme has a constant computation demand due to encryption outsourcing. The rest of the schemes' encryption computation complexity increases with an increase in the number of ciphertext attributes, as a result of more ciphertext-attribute associations getting created. The decryption computation complexity for all the schemes increases with an increase in the number of user attributes except for LYZQH [110] which is constant. The higher revocation complexity for HN [37] and LYHZS [109] is due to updating the group keys of the non-revoked users, and for the JMB [108] scheme, it is due to the modification of the access structure for all the users and also adding an extra component to all the ciphertexts to deter the revoked users from decrypting them. The constant revocation complexity for IPNHJ [107] is due to revocations being completely controlled by a proxy and the proxy simply refusing to perform part of its decryption computation for the revoked user. For the rest of the schemes, the revocation complexity increases with an increase in the number of non-revoked users having revoked attributes.
b: STORAGE OVERHEAD COMPARISON FOR PRIVATE DOMAIN ABE SCHEMES
Let |p| denote the size of the elements in Z p , groups G and G T , n o be the number of owners, n u A be the number of attributes belonging to a user, n cs be the number of ciphertexts, n c A denote the number of ciphertext attributes, n c,r be the number of ciphertexts with revoked attributes, and n u be the number of users in the system.
The storage overhead of the private domain ABE schemes is mainly due to the attribute versions, secret keys, and stored ciphertext, and is shown in Table 10 . It can be observed that the XJ [136] scheme incurs the most storage overhead for the owner. This comes from storing the access structure and multiple ciphertext components that have multiple attribute associations. The least storage overhead for the owner is incurred by the LYZQH [110] scheme, whose encryption is outsourced and there is no need for the owner to store attribute association components of the ciphertext. The heaviest storage overhead in the user is incurred by LLLS [90] as revocation paths are included in the attribute keys resulting in having numerous key components having attribute associations and the least storage overhead, in this case, is incurred by the IPNHJ [107] scheme. At the server, the most storage overhead is incurred by the XJ [136] scheme owing to storing extra ciphertext component associated with ciphertext attributes and JMB [108] incurs the least storage overhead at the server. Table 11 illustrates the communication overhead incurred by the private domain ABE schemes as a result of the incorporated revocation functionality. It can be observed that the communication overhead is linear with the number of ciphertexts and the number of non-revoked users having revoked attributes. LYHZS [109] incurs the most communication overhead as it has to re-encrypt all the affected ciphertexts and perform key updates for all the non-revoked users with revoked attributes.
c: COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD COMPARISON FOR PRIVATE DOMAIN ABE SCHEMES

VII. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Much as a lot of studies have been done on ABE schemes, further investigations are still required for its effective usage in collaborative eHealth. We present some areas that require investigations as follows.
• Attribute based encryption schemes for mobile and IoT devices: The pairing based attribute-based encryption schemes are cumbersome for mobile and IoT devices. Yet, these devices are widely being used to access health data from the cloud or gather health data for storage in the cloud. Thus, the elliptic curve-based ABE schemes would be a lighter alternative for mobile and IoT devices. However, a number of the following investigations need to be performed. 1) Construction of a revocable, traceable, expressive and efficient ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption scheme based on an elliptic curve can be of great importance for fine-grained access to cloud-based health data by mobile users. 2) A multi-authority attribute based encryption scheme relying on elliptic curve operations can also be looked at.
• The ordered binary decision diagram access structure (OBDD): OBDD is one of the suggested non-monotonic access structures used for expressive ABE scheme constructions. However, several open areas that require further investigation regarding the OBDD access structure still exist. 1) Attribute revocation, access structure modification, and traceability are some open areas yet to be studied regarding the OBDD access structure usage in ABE schemes. 2) Access policy hiding in regards to OBDD access structure appears to be another interesting area to look at. • Further attention is needed for constructing expressive and efficient ABE schemes with constant ciphertext sizes. This can be beneficial for environments with resource-constrained devices.
• The majority of ABE schemes do not pay attention to the used file formats. Consider, for example, an XML file being used to store all the EHRs of a patient. Investigating fine-grained access to the different fields/parts of the file using ABE can be an interesting research idea.
• Side-channel attack resilient attribute-based encryption schemes: Little attention to this far has been paid to design attribute-based schemes that are resilient to sidechannel attacks. As a result, further efforts to design efficient and usable attribute-based schemes that are resilient against side-channel attacks are worth pursuing. Below are some gaps that require more investigation. 1) Prime order bilinear groups have been proven to out-perform composite order bilinear groups in terms of computational efficiency. As a result, constructing a side-channel resilient ABE scheme based on prime order bilinear group can be interesting for future consideration. 2) Revocation and access structure modification require further investigation for leakage resilient attribute-based schemes. 3) Similarly, designing a multi-authority attribute based encryption scheme that is resilient against leakages can be an interesting investigation.
• An efficient attribute-based encryption scheme with data integrity check: Data integrity checks have been sidelined during delegations and access structure modifications. The integrity checks in the existing works put a lot of burden on the delegating user. Therefore, minimizing the workload on delegating users by outsourcing the delegation task to a proxy while still performing data integrity checks can be looked at.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Privacy of EHRs is considered to be central to the success of collaborative eHealth. Owing to its reliance on the cloud for EHR storage, ABE which offers fine-grained access control is one of the best candidates for privacy provision in collaborative eHealth. In this work, we presented an overview of the collaborative eHealth, highlighted the likely privacy challenges faced in such an environment and the approaches to overcome the challenges. We then surveyed and discussed the different categories of ABE schemes for privacy provision in the collaborative eHealth. We performed comparisons of the different ABE schemes for the two user domains in collaborative eHealth. We analyzed single authority ABE schemes for private domain users while multi-authority ABE schemes for public domain users. Also, considering the collaborative eHealth requirements, we identified ABE schemes with revocation functionalities as the most suitable candidates for collaborative eHealth, as they enable removal of unwanted users from the systems without re-running the entire system from the setup phase. We then analyzed the efficiency of ABE schemes with revocation functionalities in terms of computation complexity and storage and communication overheads for both the public and private domains of collaborative eHealth. Finally, we highlighted the challenges associated with ABE and areas that require further investigations for ABE usage in the collaborative eHealth.
